


7 Ways to Monetize Your Plugin 
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This talk is going to be mostly about the business side of plugin development. 



<introduction>



Why should you 
listen to me?

Full disclosure: I’m not a developer.



Author Media

I’m the CEO of Author Media a company that has been building WordPress websites since 2007. Or as we like to count time 
since WordPress 2.2.



We are best known for the MyBookTable plugin which is the #1 Bookstore Plugin on WordPress.



We’ve made half a dozen plugins and I would like to share what I have learned the hard way during this process. 



Make Something 
Worth Selling

Lesson 1



Launch Early & Iterate Often

Lesson 2

Launch with a Minimum Viable Product and then let your users tell you which features to add next.



Get to know 
your users.

Lesson 3





Provide Support  
& Updates

Lesson 4

These lead to five star reviews and happy users. 



Make Installation Easy
Lesson 5



Feel free to steal our instructions from MyBookTable. 



Make a Tutorial 
Screencast

Lesson 6





Don’t Be Evil

Lesson 7

Don’t Be Evil

Don’t call home

Opt in for anything fishy

Don’t sell cripple ware



Follow the WordPress 
Philosophy

Lesson 8



Out of the Box

Great software should work with little configuration and setup.  WordPress works hard to make sure that every release is in 
keeping with this philosophy. We ask for as few technical details as possible during the setup process as well as providing 
full explanations of anything we do ask.


 




Design for the 
Majority

Many end users of WordPress are non-technically minded. They don’t know what AJAX is, nor do they care about which 
version of PHP they are using. The average WordPress user simply wants to be able to write without problems or 
interruption. These are the users that we design the software for as they are ultimately the ones who are going to spend the 
most time using it for what it was built for.


 




Decisions, not 
Options

Every time you give a user an option, you are asking them to make a decision. When a user doesn’t care or understand the 
option this ultimately leads to frustration. It’s our duty as developers to make smart design decisions and avoid putting the 
weight of technical choices on our end users.




</introduction>



<monetization methods>



<method 1>



Bill Erickson 
Model

Bill Erickson built Advanced Custom Fields Plugin.

All Plugins are 100% free

Plugins don’t get tech support (not even on the repository)










Most “white hat” 
model. 

In the early days of WordPress, all plugins were 100% free and there were no pro versions of anything. They were also by 
developers for developers. Regular users expect more support from plugins. 



Great at Building 
Credibility



Doesn’t Scale

Giving away plugins for free and then selling your time doesn’t scale. You are stuck trading hours for dollars




Not that Lucrative 

At best, this model is a supplement to another revenue source. It is a great way to get a great job, but not a job itself.



Keep Plugins Low 
Maintenance

Bill develops for developers and savvy users. He does not develop for end users. End users do not hire plugin developers. 


Be very careful about adding new features. 

Keep the plugin as simple as possible. 



Develop on 
Client Time

Be transparent with your clients about how their code will be re-used. 



</method 1>





<method 2>



Sell the Plugin

Pros:

• Full control over the plugin.

• Don’t have to bother with the repository restrictions. 


Cons:

• Can’t be in the repository. 

• Must find your own customers



This is the gravity forms model. 



The only way to get Gravity Forms is from GravityForms.com



Don’t Sell Lifetime Anything

Promising an infinite amount of work for a finite amount of money is a bad business model. 


Alternatives:

• 1 Year Updates & Support

• Monthly/Yearly Membership



Create a Plan to 
Acquire Customers

It costs money to acquire customers.



CodeCanyon / Theme Forest

12%-37% (non exclusive)
50%-70% (exclusive)

5 Million Users



$25

$3,000,000 in sales (net)



$18 cost

41,000 sales

$738,000 (gross)

$369,000 (net)




5% fee

No monthly fee. The simplest interface and they even handle EU VAT for you. The 5% includes credit card handling even 
for Amex. We happily pay the extra 2% for one million percent less hassle. 



</method 2>





<method 3>



Freemium

Pros:

• In the repository.

• Marketing is cheaper & easier


Cons:

• Must support all those free users

• Must comply with repository guidelines. 



Easy Pricing Tables

Model

• Lite Version in the Repository. 

• Pro version for sale.



WooCommerce

Main version for free.

Add ons cost money.



Make the free 
version enough 
for 90% of your 

users. 

If the free version is too weak, it wont spread. 



Read



</method 3>





<method 4>



Sell Setup & 
Customization





Can lead to premium 
contract work

as users hire you to add more features.



Tough to scale



Setup is less 
needed as 

WordPress gets 
easier.



Outsource



</method 4>





<method 5>



Kickstart the Plugin



<story>



MyBookTable Story



Internal Use Only



Wanted to support 
more themes.



$

The development was going to cost money and we were not sure if it was worth the investment. 





$2,500



Promotion

Send out emails to our list announcing the list. And then people started to back the project. Then they started to 

promote the project. 



@
Emailed The List we had been building for the last several years.



Social Media

We also promoted it on social media. 



Funded

But we still had a couple weeks to go. 



Stretch Goals



Goal: $2,500





5+ Successful Campaigns

$28,225

$3,340$2,704$12,316 $9,865

WordPress Crowdfunding Campaigns for a total of $28,225 



</story>



We are not the only ones using Kickstarter. PressGram raised $56,000



Build Your Crowd First

My other talks here at this conference will be on this topic.



Only 20% of backers come from 
Kickstarter.



Dig your well before you’re thirsty.



What is the most effective 
tool for driving sales of a 
crowdfunding campaign?



Email

Come to my email talk later



Create a Lead 
Magnet



</method 5>





<method 6>



Sell Training



Yoast SEO







Sell Services



PowerPress

Advertises for Blubrry podcasting.

Works with competing hosting platforms. 



</method 6>



<method 7>



Exit

Chris Wiegman





WooCommerce

Purchased by Automatic in 2015



</method 7>



</ monetization methods>



Questions

Q: What about donations? A: No one donates. Tragedy of the commons. 


